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In this essay I will discuss how I understand my studio practice, how it sits 

within a theoretical framework and how my work is situated within current 

thinking in arts practice. The texts that I have drawn on to map over my work 

include a paper by David Abrams that discusses the theoretical position of 

Maurice Merleau - Ponty, titled Merleau - Ponty and the Voice of the Earth, 

and Art and Ecology now   a monograph that illustrates the importance of 

ecological art in the current climate of environmental crisis. 

 

The wooden door closes behind me, the heavy latch falls effortlessly into its 

resting place. A row of windows’ slants beams of afternoon light onto a length 

of workbench, tall drills stand like sentinels, clean and oiled. Sweeping’s 

below glint tiny silver spirals triggering memories of my grandfathers’ plane 

shaving curls of perfumed wood that, when unfurled, release the memory of 

the forest locked within.  

The scent of the elements surround me, fire, water and earth metals, flame 

warms the air, clamped copper glowing brilliant red and gold, plunged into 

water, steaming and annealing, the coppery colour retreating beneath a new 

skin of green-grey. Enchanted by the property altering alchemy, a process 

that increases the durability of this rich and evocative metal. Securely nested 

into its circular leather cushion the quiet tap, tap, tapping of metalworking 

hammers gently manipulate, transforming dimensions and purpose from flat 

sheet to functional form. This moment in time marks the beginning of an 

affinity with the metal copper, element Number 29, on the periodic table. 

Reflecting on my current studio practice has brought me to question and look 

for understanding in why this particular material resonates with me. A 

romantic notion to return to school day memories with older eyes, observing 

that it wasn’t just about the metal but, as the case may be, a desire to 

reconnect with that place of quiet refuge. 

Perhaps it is the weighty reliable mass of copper, or its loyalty in transcribing 

my inner voice, making what is inherent in me, visually explicit. The copper 
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plate becomes the medium via the printmaking process, the matrix 

transcribing creative thought, through mark and line, to the prepared paper. 

In my early 20’s I returned home from a backpacking trek around Europe. 

What remains of that journey lives in the recesses of memory and a yellow 

Kodak box of slides. Those faded slides are not images of Palaces or Railway 

stations, manicured gardens or sumptuous interiors. They are images of roofs. 

A European diorama of copper domes and slates, all roofs, square, rounded, 

domed, pitched, bolted and decorated and always of copper, the rich patina of 

vert-de-gris running down like rivers in the valleyed contours coursing and 

tracking the journey’s of histories and time, oxidizing and trapping the 

memories of happenings and events of the surrounding cities. 

I retain today a curious attraction to the secrets of copper. Compared to the 

alloys, zinc and aluminum or the synthetic invisibility of Perspex, copper 

remains the metal I will always reach for first, solid, truthful and elemental 

there is a sense of reliable rhythm as the ink is wiped from the plate, unlike 

the flighty weightlessness of the lighter alloys. I wonder if Durer sensed the 

same resonance with this elemental material in the printmaking process? 

 

 

 

 

My research this semester has led me to the theorist Maurice Merleau-Ponty. 

I have gained some understanding of his ecological concepts via an article by 

David Abram, in which his theory of sensory (bodily) experience of the 

enveloping world is discussed. Merleau-Ponty believes perception to be an 

inherently creative activity between the living body and its world, an activity 

beneath our spoken discourse. He regards the body and earth, not as a 

duality, or separate entities, but as one system, the body being directly 

immersed within a more expansive universal totality. (Abrams 1988, p. 101) 

 

Merleau-Ponty was the first phenomenologist to identify the body as 

the conscious subject of experience…its power of responding to other 
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bodies, of touching, hearing and seeing things, resonating with things. 

Perception is this ongoing transcendence, the ecstatic nature of the 

human body. Abrams  (1988, p.103) 

 

The world he says is structured in depth – the dimensional spread from the 

near to the far, the primordial dimension from which all others are extracted – 

becomes the paradigm phenomenon in Merleau-Ponty’s writing, the 

perception of depth sees our own embodiment as internal to and dependent 

upon the vaster body of the earth. (Abrams 1988, p.103) 

The concept of sensory perception as a creative tool that allows us to engage 

and connect with the ocean of the world in which we are immersed is one that 

I can identify with. It weaves a thread through the grid that overlays my studio 

work and is one that I would like to explore further. The perception that self 

projects and expands outward through our permeable bodily form into sky, 

earth, the landscape and beyond horizon is both beautiful and complex. How 

do you make work around that concept, work that resonates and identifies 

landscape as self? 

 

 

The series of prints that I have currently been working on go some way in 

addressing this idea of expansion and depth. Previously I have worked on 

imagery that traps a detail of the natural world and compresses it into the 

space of a picture, a frame, as a single drawing or print. My proposal this 

semester was to create a more spacious, large-scale work, this was further 

inspired by an exhibition at Australian Galleries by Ray Arnold. He had 

created a series of bleed prints; single works that when hung together in 

aggregate created a story of expanded landscape.  
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Ray Arnold, Elsewhere world (8th state) 2014-15 

Etching on 300gsm Velin Arches edition 3, 64 x 210 cm 
 

 

I created some large collagraphs and assembled a number of smaller etched 

landscape prints (driven by field trip response) over the top. Working with a 

limited palette assists in connection the images and reading the work as a 

totality. Exploring the ambiguity of depth as Merleau-Ponty refers, there is a 

play of space between near and far within the images, to further this 

exploration I have hung the work with long specimen pins, securing some 

images directly onto the wall and moving some images forward giving further 

dimension into the expanded off the wall space. 

 

Expanded landscape, 2015, Mixed Media, Chrisanne Blennerhassett. Side 

view, illustrating depth. 
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At a La Trobe forum this year I was inspired by the young Artist Ashlee Ko, 

Her work is an investigation of time and space, the current installation at the 

VAC is titled infinity. An architectural installation, it plays with the idea of 

transforming objects beyond their dimensions. I was struck by the 

atmospheric quality and use of space in her work. 

                                       
Image: Ashlee Ko, Infinity, wood, synthetic polymer, paint, canvas. 

 

Australian artist Lindy Lee conveys a sense of space and unlimited 

timelessness in her work. In an online video she states the importance of 

being mindful and in the present moment when creating her work, ‘Coming 

into the moment while working, shifts you to the edge of eternity.’ (UQ Art 

Museum 2014) 
 

                                              
Lindy Lee 

Conflagrations From the End of Time (6), 2009 

 

It is interesting to note that these artists are both from an Eastern background, 

space and the infinite is inherent within their culture and embedded deeply 
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into their very being. Growing up within a western culture does not allow me to 

make this expression as fluidly, it is not a concept that I have grown up with 

but continue to pursue and explore. The reading of French philosopher 

Gaston Bachelard has furthered my and ideas of space through imagination 

and contemplation. The poetics of Space encourages more expansive thought 

on memory, home and in particular the nest. Bachelard draws on the journal 

writings of Henry Thoreau who considers the nest not as a single object but 

imagining the outline of the tree as being the extended space within which the 

bird has made its home. (Bachelard 1994) 

 

 

The definition of practice is to do something again and again until one 

becomes proficient. Printmaking has been the prominent process in studio 

practice this semester, I find the constructive methodology challenging, there 

is always something to resolve, a reflection of life really. I also like the idea of 

letting go of control and expectation and being driven by the process, the 

element of surprise can be exhilarating. Printmaking is like trying to stand on a 

moving floor, new possibilities in methods either by design or accident shift 

creates an ongoing chase toward proficiency. 

 
 
 

      
 
An example of expanded possibilities, two of Sarah Lucas fruit cake prints, 

this was a retrospective of 12 of her works that were printed onto fruit cakes 

with edible inks, The exhibition was held at Whitechapel Gallery, London, 

2001 
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In the monograph Prints Now, by Saunders and Miles, The timeline of 

printmaking is considered. Andy Warhol and Robert Rauschenberg cannot be 

discounted when discussing the history of this medium; their unique works on 

canvas using the silkscreen process, combined with painting and installation 

have blurred the boundaries that once defined printmaking. Saunders and 

Miles discuss new technologies such as the photocopier and inkjet printer, 

previously viewed as a threat to printmaking, in reality, have extended the 

available options.  

 

As quoted by Marilyn Kushner “The zeal…to reach and stretch 

convention, coupled with other instances of protecting that old order, 

and the freedom to do either and find excellence in both, is the 

attraction that printmaking holds today as an exciting and constantly 

challenging medium in the visual arts.” (Saunders & Miles, 2009) 

 

Reflecting on my studio practice, I cannot overlook the social aspect of 

printmaking. Renowned for working collaboratively printmakers seem to thrive 

on coming together in community spaces and sharing the secrets of their 

practice. This year I’ve been involved in the on the map series as part of the 

working group and as participant in field trips and workshops. Three 

workshops led by master printmakers introduced us to new concepts, tools 

and methodologies. 

The field trips were designed to place participants into the landscape with 

experts from varied disciplines expanding understanding and creating 

identification with local ecologies, discussing landscape variation that is 

occurring in the light of climate change gave the program an environmental 

edge. The direct perception of landscape was processed and resulted in 

artwork that was deeply considered. Unlike environmental art of a rational 

nature coming from objective sources I was able to explore the concept of 
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sensory perception that Merleau-Ponty talks about through direct experience 

of the landscape. 

 

                         
 
This photo was taken at twilight, as we were leaving Mt Barker (field trip 1). It 

resonates with me because the shadows evoke the mysterious; the granite 

boulders on the horizon resemble standing stones evocative of ancient ritual. 

On the right is a drawing idea for a copper etching plate, taken from my visual 

diary. I have experimented with and engaged the process of aquatint this year, 

to create dark atmospheric images. The work was made in response to the 

aboriginal story of Mindyi, the dreamtime snake that lies inherent in the local 

landscape at Mt Barker and tries to capture the essence of what lies deep 

beneath the surface and what was sensed as we listened, felt, saw and heard 

while moving around the rocky granite landscape of this intensely spiritual and 

culturally significant landscape. It seems that Merleau-Ponty’s concept of 

perceiving bodily immersion within landscape is represented in the lived 

experience of Australian aboriginals who have have a deep and profound 

connection to place, earth and the greater cosmos. 

 

 
 

In the monograph Art and Ecology Now Andrew Browne discusses 

approaches in practice from passive to the more pro-active and interventional. 

This categorization has allowed me to observe where my studio practice is 

situated within current thinking in eco arts practice. Living ecologies provide a 

greater understanding of personal identity and understanding of how we fit 

into the complex matrix of our living environment. Brown states that there is 

research within the creative practice of drawing a tree in detail or scrutinizing 
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the anatomical structure of a bird, this exploration leading to a profound 

understanding of how ecological systems work. But simply by describing 

nature through art today, he goes on to say, exposes a far more serious 

undertone. Not simply a representation of beauty to wonder upon but a 

commentary on the environmental crisis we face today, the mere content of 

the subject making it so. My standpoint is not interventional and does not offer 

solutions or actively suggest transformative proposals. Brown suggests the 

power of art can communicate urgent concerns, in new ways to different 

audiences which is sometimes enough to rethink behaviors’ and sustainability. 

The role of passive commentator, he states, although somewhat detached, is 

still working with the principal of environmental crisis. He goes on to quote 

Lucy Lippard, early theorist of eco-art, the artist dealing with these issues are 

operating at the vanguard of arts practice…”at the radical edge of life 

itself.”(Brown, A 2014, p.8) 

 

 

In concluding I have reflected on the past in an effort to understand why I 

gravitate toward the metal copper. I have used Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s ideas 

of sensory perception as a framework for my studio practice and to further my 

enquiry into landscape and expanded space. The work of artist’s Ray Arnold, 

Ashlee Ko and Lindy Lee have been drawn on to illustrate my enquiry into 

space and moving beyond the boundaries of the physical.  I have considered 

the socially engaging nature of working collaboratively with other artists and 

the creative outcome of processing information directly from the landscape.  

My current studio work is of an environmental nature that discusses the 

fragility of eco systems. As Andrew Brown suggests, my approach is that of 

passive commentator, but that isn’t to say that my work may not include more 

political and pro-active projects in the future. 
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